Dear WMA Members,

The 2020 WMA Annual Meeting in Corpus Christi, TX is scheduled for April 14-17. We're planning for a full day of presentations on Wednesday, April 15 and then a half day of presentations on Thursday, April 16 to allow for sightseeing/tours on Thursday afternoon. There are many presentations and posters at the AMS Meeting this week that would receive warm welcome and active discussion at our annual meeting in April. Please consider sharing your presentations! Students are always encouraged to attend and submit a poster and/or an oral presentation abstract.

Suggested topics for abstract focus include (but are not limited to) the following:

- Weather modification research
- Weather modification operations
- Instrumentation for aerosol and cloud physics research
- Economic benefit analysis of cloud seeding
- Weather modification education and outreach
- Advancements in cloud physics modeling
- Validation/verification of weather modification programs
- Applications of weather modification
• Recent developments in Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
• Inadvertent weather modification due to anthropogenic sources

Please email a one-page abstract (maximum length) to mdschneider@nd.gov by March 20, 2020. These presentation and poster abstracts will then be reviewed for relevance and scientific merit.

*The WMA no longer requires that oral presentations be published on the website. Website publishing is encouraged though because it allows others who aren’t able to attend the meeting to view the latest developments in the weather modification community. If your presentation is chosen, you will be asked at that time whether or not you wish to allow it to be published on the WMA website.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Mark Schneider, WMA President-Elect at mdschneider@nd.gov.

Thanks and hope to see you in Corpus Christi!

Mark Schneider
President-Elect
Weather Modification Association